Noise emitted from aircraft during takeoff and landing has been a serious issue for communities around airports for a long time. In the 1960s, when jet airliners started to fly, early-generation jet engines were the loudest noise source of the aircraft. During the five decades that followed, the advancement of jet engine technologies has helped achieve substantial noise reduction compared to early jet airliners. However, further effort to develop quiet aircraft is still necessary because of the prospective increase in takeoffs and landings as a result of the growing demand of air travel.
A large volume of airframe noise from current commercial aircraft is generated from high-lift devices (flaps and slats) and landing gear. The project intends to verify the feasibility of practical noise reduction concepts for them and design methods based on advanced computational simulations.
JAXA has been studying airframe noise and its reduction in cooperation with Japanese aircraft industries, universities and foreign research institutes. Its research activities extend from basic studies to practical technology development: fundamental computational and experimental methods, studies on physics of noise generation, and creation of noise reduction concepts applicable to actual aircraft.
Through these research activities, JAXA has developed practical noise reduction design methods for high-lift devices and landing gear, which are being applied to JAXA's research aircraft, "Hisho" and a commercial aircraft in the FQUROH project. Flight tests for the modified low-noise "Hisho" are planned in 2016 and 2017. In advance of the flight tests, a phased array microphone system is also being developed for capturing and localizing the noise sources of flying aircraft to evaluate the applied noise reduction designs. 
